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Abstract 8 

A single column model (SGRIST1.0) is developed as a tool for coupling a full-physics package 9 

(from Community Atmosphere Model, version 5 (CAM5)) to the Global-to-Regional Integrated 10 

forecast System (GRIST). In a two-step approach, the full-physics package is first isolated and coupled 11 

to SGRIST1.0 for reducing the uncertainties associated with model physics and assessing its behavior, 12 

then assimilated by the model dynamical framework. In the first step, SGRIST1.0 serves as a tool for 13 

evaluating the physical parameterization suite in the absence of 3D dynamics. Three single column 14 

model test cases, including the tropical deep convection, shallow convection, and stratocumulus, 15 

demonstrate that the parameterization suite mimics the behaviors in the observations and the reference 16 

model (SCAM) outputs. Cloud fraction, cloud liquid, and some other micro- and macro-physical 17 

variables are sensitive to the model time step, suggesting time-step dependency of the corresponding 18 

parameterization schemes. The second step couples the physics package to the 3D dynamical modeling 19 

system, and the verified parameterization suite works well in GRIST. Two physics-dynamics coupling 20 

strategies are examined and found to have a clear impact on the intensity of the simulated storm. The 21 

incremental operator splitting strategy (ptend_f1_f1), produces a weaker storm than the pure operator 22 

splitting strategy (ptend_f2_sudden). Comparing these two splitting approaches, the ptend_f2_sudden 23 

coupling strategy has higher large-step stability than the ptend_f1_f1 option, but the intensity of the 24 

simulated storm is substantially reduced by ptend_f2_sudden provided that the time step becomes quite 25 

large. Some detailed model configuration strategies are suggested when using the CAM5 26 

parameterization suite in GRIST. 27 

  28 
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1. Introduction 29 

Atmospheric general circulation models (AGCMs) have been widely used for weather forecasting 30 

and climate modeling. With the rapid development of computer architectures, the use of the quasi-31 

uniform grid has become a popular strategy to escape from the pole problem that plagues the global 32 

models. A variety of such models have been developed or under ongoing development over the years 33 

(cf., Ullrich et al., 2017; Yu et al., 2019). Broadly speaking, an AGCM contains two major components, 34 

a dynamical core to solve the adiabatic resolved-scale fluid dynamics, and a physical parameterization 35 

suite for estimating the collaborative effects of the subgrid-scale dynamics and non-dynamical 36 

processes. In the most straightforward way, an AGCM can be formed by coupling these two 37 

components together. However, as Rome is not built in a day, the practice of model development is 38 

often done in a hierarchical manner. 39 

As discussed in Reed and Jablonowski (2012), such a hierarchy typically starts from a 2D shallow-40 

water model, then to a 3D hydrostatic or nonhydrostatic dry dynamical core with vertical extension, 41 

and to a moist AGCM with model physics. The dry dynamical core can be evaluated with a series of 42 

benchmark test cases (e.g., Jablonowski et al., 2008; Ullrich et al., 2012). Most of these test cases are 43 

short-term deterministic experiments that focus on the quantitative assessment of numerical 44 

performance. An AGCM coupled with a full physical parameterization suite can be evaluated with the 45 

aqua-planet experiments (APEs) (Neale and Hoskins, 2000; Blackburn et al., 2013), and/or the 46 

Atmospheric Model Intercomparison Project (AMIP) (Gates, 1992; Gates et al., 1999). The APEs 47 

allow full physics-dynamics interaction in an AGCM with simplified surface boundary conditions. The 48 

APEs focus on statistical behavior of the model climate, thus no analytical solution is available. The 49 

APE runs are usually evaluated by qualitative analysis or comparison with other model outputs. The 50 

AMIP experiments further require the AGCMs to be forced by realistic geography and boundary 51 

conditions. Such simulations are usually evaluated against the global reanalysis data or via model 52 

intercomparison. Identification and interpretation of the model errors in the APE and AMIP 53 

experiments depend on the dynamics, physics, and the nonlinear interaction between them, all of which 54 

may introduce uncertainty that hinders the understanding of the model behaviors. 55 

 There is therefore a gap from the pure model dynamics to the full-fledged AGCM. The use of the 56 

simplified physics packages has been suggested to bridge this gap. For example, Reed and Jablonowski 57 
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(2012) used an intermediate complex parameterization suite to study the role of manifold dynamical 58 

cores in tropical cyclone evolution. A climate extension of this physics package was further presented 59 

by Thatcher and Jablonowski (2016). Such test cases drive the dynamical model towards some well-60 

expected behaviors, thus helping to disentangle the impact of dynamics and its coupling to physics in 61 

a moist environment, and facilitate the model development and performance understanding (Zhang et 62 

al., 2020). From the perspective of model development however, direct coupling of a full 63 

parameterization suite to the model dynamics still has a gap in that the physics package itself may 64 

introduce additional uncertainties. This issue becomes especially intricate when a sophisticated physics 65 

package is ported to a completely different model system. In this regard, a single-column model (SCM) 66 

is a useful tool. It isolates the impact of the physics package and assesses its behavior in the absence 67 

of 3D dynamics, thus separating the physical effect from the dynamical one (Randall et al., 1996; 2003; 68 

Moncrieff et al., 1997; Neggers et al., 2012; Zhang et al., 2016). 69 

The SCM focuses on the assessment of physics effects within a single vertical atmospheric column, 70 

owing to the 1D structure of most conventional parameterizations. Calculation of the grid-scale 71 

horizontal advection in the model dynamics is replaced by observational or analysis data. Therefore, 72 

the SCM is able to provide rapid feedback when coupling a full parameterization suite to a model, and 73 

is computationally cheaper than the global AGCM runs (Neggers, 2015; Zhang et al., 2016). Many 74 

modeling groups have developed their SCMs as a necessary branch of the AGCMs for the evaluation 75 

of the parameterization schemes (Guo et al., 2014; Gettelman and Morrison, 2015; Gettelman et al., 76 

2019). Evaluation of different physical parameterization schemes for a specific physical process, such 77 

as the cloud feedback on temperature and humidity, is enabled by SCM intercomparison (Klein et al., 78 

2009; Zhang et al., 2013; Davis et al., 2013). The SCM may be considered as a configuration of the 79 

simplified dynamical component and the entire parameterization suite. 80 

In this study, we demonstrate that a SCM can be used at the early stage of model development for 81 

connecting model dynamics and physics. It serves as a bridge for physics-dynamics coupling (PDC), 82 

and facilitates the evaluation of dynamics-physics interaction at reduced uncertainty. Following the 83 

above-mentioned strategy, the parameterization suite of Community Atmosphere Model, version 5 84 

(CAM5) has been coupled to the Global-to-Regional Integrated forecast System (GRIST). In a two-85 

step approach, we first isolate the CAM5 parameterization suite and evaluate its performance with the 86 
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aid of the SCM, then we couple the validated parameterization suite to a previously established 87 

dynamical modeling system (Zhang et al., 2020). It is emphasized that the work here is not to port the 88 

GRIST dynamics to the CAM5 framework, for which case the uncertainties mainly result from the 89 

model dynamics and its coupling to physics, thus using a SCM would be less useful. Both the short-90 

term deterministic test and the long-term climate test on an aqua-planet have been performed to further 91 

evaluate and understand the behaviors of the CAM5 package within the different model systems. Two 92 

PDC strategies are evaluated with an idealized tropical cyclone test case. This test has been previously 93 

investigated by Li et al. (2020) for evaluating the impact of PDC on time-step sensitivity in the full-94 

physics CAM5, and by Zhang et al. (2020) for understanding the behaviors of different PDC strategies 95 

in the simple-physics GRIST. Long-term climate modeling in a standard APE configuration is also 96 

evaluated, and the results are compared against the simulation of CAM5 with the finite-volume 97 

dynamical core (CAM5-FV; Lin, 2004; Neale et a. 2010), as well as other model results available in 98 

the literature (cf., Blackburn et al., 2013). 99 

This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 briefly reviews the GRIST framework, then 100 

introduces the development of the SCM (referred to as SGRIST1.0). A brief description of the CAM5 101 

parameterization suite is also presented in Section 2. Evaluation of the physics-dynamics coupled 102 

SGRIST1.0 via three test cases is shown in Section 3. Section 4 presents the 3D modeling of GRIST 103 

on an aqua-planet, where an idealized tropical cyclone experiment and long-term APE simulations are 104 

conducted to assess full physics-dynamics interaction. Finally, Section 5 presents a summary. 105 

2. Single column model and the CAM5 physics package 106 

2.1 GRIST and its SCM formulation 107 

The GRIST framework is developed for exploring a unified weather and climate modeling system. 108 

The dry dynamical core (dycore) 1  is formulated on a horizontal unstructured C-grid, using the 109 

methods proposed in Thuburn et al. (2009) and Ringler et al.(2010), with improved vorticity flux 110 

(Zhang 2018). A third-order flux operator (Skamarock and Gassmann, 2011) is used for scalar and 111 

vorticity transport on the Voronoi and Delaunay mesh (cf., Zhang, 2018; Zhang et al., 2019). The 112 

explicit third-order Runge-Kutta scheme (Wicker and Skamarock, 2002) is used for time integration. 113 

The dry-mass coordinate allows a flexible switch between the hydrostatic and nonhydrostatic solvers, 114 

 
1 For GRIST, dycore is specifically referred to the part of governing equations without tracer transport. This should be distinguished 

from the typical definition of dynamical core in a broad sense. 
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and a vertically layer-averaged treatment is used (Zhang et al., 2019). The time-averaged normal mass 115 

flux is used to couple tracer transport to the dycore. The tracer transport feeds back the moisture 116 

constraint tendencies to the dycore at each tracer time step. (Zhang et al., 2020). The dynamical 117 

component of GRIST has been extensively assessed based on various benchmark test cases (Zhang 118 

2018; Zhang et al., 2017; 2019; 2020; Wang et al., 2019). A tailored model physics package can be 119 

used by the GRIST framework as a plugin, and the results from a suite of simple physics have been 120 

examined (Zhang et al., 2020). 121 

SGRIST1.0 has its own top driver whose workflow is independent from the 3D model. The 122 

dynamical component of the SGRIST1.0 is reduced to handle vertical advection within a single 123 

atmospheric column. The governing equations are formulated in a pressure coordinate, basically 124 

similar to those in Zhang et al. (2016): 125 

( ) ( ) [( ) ]d
phys LS LS obs rex

p

R TT T T dp dt
V T T T

t t p pc dt d




  
= −  − + + −

  
,               (1) 126 

( ) ( ) [( ) ]phys LS LS obs rex

q q q dt
V q q q

t t p d




  
= −  − + −

  
,                        (2) 127 

where T and q are temperature and specific humidity; p and ω are pressure and pressure vertical 128 

velocity; Rd represents gas constant for dry air, and cp the heat capacity at constant pressure for dry air; 129 

subscript phy denotes the physical parameterizations, LS stands for large-scale fields, rex represents 130 

relaxation terms, and obs stands for observational data. Here dτ is the time scale of relaxation. 131 

SGRIST1.0 predicts temperature and humidity using the prescribed large-scale horizontal tendencies 132 

as forcing terms, together with the subgrid-scale tendencies provided by the parameterization suite. 133 

The time integration method and the vertical transport are the same as that in the 3D model dynamics. 134 

The approximation of T and q values at the interface follows the standard line-based third-order flux 135 

operator in Wicker and Skamarock (2002), 136 

1 1 2 1 1 2 1 1

2 2

7 1 1
( ) ( ) ( ) [( ) 3( )]

12 12 12
k k k k k k k k

k k
q q q q q sign q q q q+ + − + − +

+ +
= + − + + − − − .       (3) 137 

Equation (3) gives the approximation of q as an example, in which subscript k represents vertical layer 138 

index, and k+1/2 stands for the level of the interface. The large-scale forcing terms and initial 139 

conditions are derived from an Intensive Observation Period data set (IOP). Momentum, pressure 140 
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vertical velocity, and surface pressure at each integration step are also provided by the IOP data. 141 

SGRIST1.0 does not predict additional advective tendencies for prognostic variables other than 142 

temperature and specific humidity, i.e., cloud liquid, cloud ice, and the related number concentrations 143 

are only governed by the physical parameterizations. For the 3D model, these values will be advected 144 

by the tracer transport module (cf., Zhang et al., 2020). 145 

2.2 The CAM5 physical parameterization suite 146 

The CAM5 physical parameterization suite contains the Zhang–McFarlane deep convection 147 

scheme (Zhang and McFarlane, 1995; Neale et al., 2008), the University of Washington shallow 148 

cumulus scheme and moist boundary layer turbulence scheme (Park and Bretherton, 2009; Bretherton 149 

and Park, 2009), the Morrison–Gettelman microphysics scheme and the Park macrophysics scheme to 150 

deal with the stratiform cloud properties (Morrison and Gettelman, 2008; Park et al., 2014). The 151 

RRTMG software is used to calculate short- and longwave radiation (Iacono et al., 2008). The default 152 

values of the physics parameters follow the 1.0 ̊-resolution CAM5 model configuration (Neale et al., 153 

2010). Besides, an ocean surface flux scheme is used to provide latent heat flux, sensible heat flux, 154 

and momentum flux at sea surface at each step. The effect of prognostic aerosols on micro- and 155 

macrophysics and radiation is not considered in this study. The physical parameterizations are coupled 156 

to SGRIST1.0 using an operator splitting approach, as the ptend_f2_sudden in the 3D dynamics 157 

(Zhang et al., 2020). Each physical parameterization is sequentially calculated in the same order as 158 

that in CAM5. 159 

3. Performance of SGRIST 160 

We select three SCM test cases, designed to simulate tropical convection, shallow convection, 161 

and stratocumulus over the ocean, to demonstrate the coupling of the CAM5 physics package to the 162 

GRIST framework. The simulations of SGRIST are compared with the SCM of CAM5 (SCAM, Hack 163 

and Pedretti, 2000) and the IOP data. SCAM uses the Eulerian scheme to calculate the vertical 164 

advection of temperature, and a semi-Lagrangian method to handle the vertical advection of moisture 165 

variables. The physical parameterizations used in SCAM are the same as those in SGRIST1.0. To 166 

exclude possible influences of vertical resolution, all simulations in SCAM and SGRIST1.0 are run at 167 

the same 30 vertical levels. 168 

We first conduct the Tropical Warm Pool International Cloud Experiment (TWP-ICE, May et al., 169 
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2008) to evaluate the representation of tropical precipitation and cloud in SGRIST1.0. The TWP-ICE 170 

IOP forcing data set is derived from the observational data by Xie et al. (2010), which covers the period 171 

from 17 Jan. to 12 Feb. 2006 at a 3-hour time interval. Davis et al. (2013) indicated that the TWP-ICE 172 

experiment can be divided into two periods, the convection active period from 00Z 20 to 12Z 25 Jan. 173 

2006, and the relatively suppressed period after 12Z 25 Jan. The 14-day simulation is initialized with 174 

the IOP data on 19 Jan. 2006. The model time step (denoted as dt) is set as 1200 s. 175 

Figure 1 shows the time evolution of the precipitation rate of SGRIST1.0, SCAM, and IOP data. 176 

SGRIST1.0 and SCAM show consistent precipitation during both the convection active and 177 

suppressed periods. The modeled precipitation is close to the IOP data during the convection active 178 

period, while the peaks at 21, 23, and 24 Jan. are about 15 to 20 mm day-1 less than the IOP data. The 179 

difference of the diurnal variation between the modeled precipitation and the IOP data is evident during 180 

the convection suppressed period. As the dynamic forcing is much weaker during the suppressed 181 

period, the physical parameterizations exert a relatively stronger influence in comparison to the 182 

convection active period. It suggests that the physical parameterizations in SGRIST1.0 and SCAM 183 

display a very similar result in precipitation despite the dynamical components are different. 184 

Representation of the midlevel moisture is very important for a model to correctly describe the 185 

cloud. The simulated relative humidity is consistent with the IOP data during the convection active 186 

period (Figure 2a). However, a notable difference, up to 20%, is observed between the simulated 187 

humidity and the IOP observation after the transition to the convection suppressed period. Davis et al. 188 

(2013) indicated that most of the SCMs reduce the humidity too much in the transition period 189 

compared with the IOP data and cloud-resolving models (see Figure 5 in Davis et al., 2013). We 190 

speculate that the poor performance of SCMs in simulating midlevel humidity during the transition 191 

period is a common deficiency as strong interaction among physical parameterizations is necessary for 192 

such a period. Figures 2b and 2c show the period-average of cloud fraction for the convection active 193 

period and suppressed period in simulations with dt = 1200 and 2400 s, respectively. Cloud fraction is 194 

quite sensitive to the time step, especially during the convection suppressed period, where the largest 195 

difference reaches 0.7 at about 200 hPa. The dynamical component of the SCM also impacts the 196 

modeled cloud fraction. A two-time-level third-order Runge-Kutta time integration scheme is used in 197 

SGRIST1.0, while a three time-level leapfrog integration scheme is adopted in SCAM. The vertical 198 
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advection schemes for specific humidity and the physics time step are therefore different between 199 

SGRIST1.0 and SCAM. SGRIST1.0 tends to predict less ice cloud at high levels (above 200 hPa) than 200 

SCAM during both the convection active and suppressed periods. 201 

A shallow tropical trade cumulus case in the Barbados Oceanography and Meteorology 202 

Experiment (BOMEX) (Holland and Rasmusson, 1973; Siebesma et al., 2003) is used to evaluate 203 

SGRIST1.0 on modeling shallow cumulus. The BOMEX was observed to be remarkably steady 204 

without apparent precipitation or mesoscale circulation. The BOMEX simulation is a 6-hour run 205 

without relaxation. Figures 3a and 3b show a comparison of temperature and specific humidity profiles 206 

between the initial state and the SGRIST1.0 output averaged over the last 3 hours of simulation. Figure 207 

4 compares the average cloud properties in the last 3-hour simulation using the SGRIST1.0 and SCAM 208 

with dt = 600, 1200, and 2400 s respectively. The shallow cumulus cloud is mainly concentrated at 209 

950 hPa. The (cumulus) cloud fraction and updraft mass flux in the SGRIST1.0 simulation are 210 

consistent with those using half of the time step in SCAM since the physics time step in the three time-211 

level leapfrog scheme of SCAM is twice of that in the two-time-level scheme of SGRIST1.0. Both the 212 

updraft mass flux and cumulus cloud fraction are in good agreement with the large-eddy simulation 213 

(LES) in Park and Bretherton (2009). The maximum of updraft mass flux decreases slightly with the 214 

model time step. It suggests that the model time step slightly influences the University of Washington 215 

shallow cumulus parameterization. Li et al. (2020) indicated that the time step sensitivity of shallow 216 

convection was attributable to the moist boundary layer turbulence. The sensitivity of cloud fraction 217 

and cloud liquid amount to the time step is also discernible in the BOMEX test case. A possible reason 218 

for the time step sensitivity lies in the stratiform cloud scheme, in which the macrophysics and 219 

microphysics are sequentially split. Macrophysics is the main source of cloud liquid water for 220 

microphysics. Gettelman et al. (2015) indicated that the forward-Euler time integration scheme was 221 

used in the microphysics parameterization, and a longer time step facilitates the depletion of cloud 222 

liquid, resulting in more condensation by macrophysics for the next time step. Additional sub-stepping 223 

for the stratiform cloud scheme will help reduce the sensitivity to time step. 224 

A drizzling marine stratocumulus cloud case in the Dynamics and Chemistry of Stratocumulus II 225 

experiment, case RF02 (DYCOMS-RF02) (Stevens et al., 2003; Ackerman et al., 2009) is further 226 

examined. The DYCOMS-RF02 is an idealized test case of steady nocturnal stratocumulus under a 227 
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dry inversion with embedded pockets of drizzling open cellular convection. Profiles of the initial 228 

temperature and specific humidity from the IOP data and the time-average of SGRIST1.0 simulation 229 

are compared in Figures 3c and 3d. The DYCOMS-RF02 simulations are run for 15 hours with dt = 230 

300, 600 and, 1200 s. Figure 5 shows the time-average of the moist physical properties over the last 231 

5-hour simulations using the SGRIST1.0 and SCAM models, respectively. The low-level 232 

stratocumulus cloud is steady and concentrated in a layer between 900 and 950 hPa. The cloud fraction 233 

reaches 1 at 920 hPa. The cloud liquid, rain mass, and rain number are sensitive to the time step in 234 

SCAM, apart from being sensitive to vertical resolution as indicated in Gettelman et al. (2015). The 235 

rain mass and rain number concentration in SGRIST1.0 are less than those in SCAM at the 236 

corresponding time steps, and their sensitivity to time step is less discernible. The DYCOMS-RF02 237 

test case in this study demonstrates the impact of the dynamical core, such as the time integration 238 

method of temperature and humidity, on the cloud fraction and other micro- and macrophysics 239 

characteristics, although the physics-dynamics interaction in a SCM is limited. It is suggested that 240 

these micro- and macrophysics variables are sensitive to the profile of humidity, which varies with the 241 

time integration method in the dynamical component. 242 

4. 3D modeling with the CAM5 package (GRIST-CAM5phys) 243 

4.1 Idealized tropical cyclone experiment on an aqua-planet 244 

The three single-column test cases have provided a valuable evaluation of the isolated CAM5 245 

parameterization suite. It verifies that the physics package behaves properly in an isolated 246 

configuration. The package is then transferred to the 3D GRIST model for further understanding the 247 

model behavior under full nonlinear physics-dynamics interaction. 248 

The general PDC workflow of GRIST has been described in Zhang et al. (2020) for the purpose 249 

of global multiscale modeling applications. In this study, we focus on the coupling of the CAM5 250 

package to the hydrostatic dynamical core. Gross et al. (2018) indicated that the PDC strategy, 251 

representing the way to exert physics tendencies on the model dynamics, had a great influence on the 252 

physics–dynamics interaction. Li et al. (2020) has demonstrated the effect of PDC strategies on the 253 

sensitivity to time step of the spectral element dynamical core in CAM5 (CAM5-SE). For GRIST, two 254 

PDC coupling options are investigated: ptend_f1_f1 and ptend_f2_sudden (see Zhang et al. 2020 for 255 

details). Ptend_f2_sudden is a pure operator splitting approach, which is also used in CAM5-FV. 256 
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Ptend_f1_f1 incrementally adds the physics tendencies to the dycore and the tracer transport, 257 

respectively. The difference between the ptend_f1_f1 and the dribbling strategy (se_ftype0) used in 258 

CAM5-SE is that ptend_f1_f1 treats the dycore and passive tracer transport as two separate 259 

components, while the dribbling approach treats them as a whole. 260 

As in the simplified physics configuration (Zhang et al., 2020), an idealized tropical cyclone 261 

experiment (Reed and Jablonowski, 2011a) is used to examine the model behavior in comparison with 262 

the CAM5 model. Evolution of the storm highly resembles the weather processes with strong physics-263 

dynamics interactions, providing a practical implication for the factual weather modeling. We first 264 

evaluate the behaviors of the moist model at different resolutions, then compare the impacts of different 265 

PDC strategies on physics-dynamics interaction.  266 

The horizontal resolutions for the test cases are set to G6 (~120 km), G7 (~60 km), and G8 (~30 267 

km). Table 1 shows the corresponding time step combinations at each resolution. The 10-day 268 

simulations are run at 30 vertical levels. Figure 6 and Figure S1 separately show the simulated storm 269 

at days 5 and 10 for the ptend_f2_sudden and ptend_f1_f1 configurations. The model time steps are 270 

1200 s for G6, 600 s for G7, and 300 s for G8 resolutions. The storm in the ptend_f2 simulation shows 271 

a slightly northwestward drift with the increasing resolution. It also becomes more organized and more 272 

intense with the increasing resolution. At the highest resolution (G8), the maximum wind speed 273 

exceeds 80 m s-1 at about 900 hPa on day 10, showing a very strong tropical cyclone. The radius of the 274 

maximum wind (RMW) decreases slightly as the resolution increases, and the size of the RMW at G8 275 

resolution is roughly 1.5°-2°. The storm in the ptend_f2_sudden simulation generally shows a similar 276 

dependence of size and intensity on resolution compared with the CAM5-FV (see Figures 3 and 6 in 277 

Reed and Jablonowski (2011b) for the CAM5-FV simulation at corresponding resolutions). At each 278 

resolution, the tropical cyclone evolves slightly more northward (less than 1°) in GRIST than that in 279 

CAM5-FV. The intensities of the storm on day 10 in GRIST-CAM5phys and CAM5-FV produces are 280 

highly consistent. The storm in ptend_f1_f1 simulation is less intense than that in ptend_f2_sudden by 281 

day 10 at each resolution, as evidenced by the less conspicuous vertical development of the storm in 282 

ptend_f1_f1. No discernable difference of location and size of the storm at days 5 and 10 is found 283 

between ptend_f1_f1 and ptend_f2_sudden simulations. The coupling approach mainly impacts the 284 

intensity of the simulated storm. 285 
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 The full-physics test of GRIST shows that ptend_f2_sudden is more stable than ptend_f1_f1. 286 

Ptend_f2_sudden survives all the time step configurations listed in Table 1, while ptend_f1_f1 aborts 287 

at 2400 s at G7 resolution and 1200 s at G8 resolution. This is consistent with the conclusion suggested 288 

in Zhang et al. (2020) using the simplified parameterization suite. Figure 7 shows the path of the 289 

simulated storm center from day 2 to 10 in all the stable runs at G7 and G8 resolutions. The path of 290 

the storm varies slightly as the model time step changes in both ptend_f1_f1 and ptend_f2_sudden 291 

simulations. The maximum deviation of the storm location at day 10 among different time step 292 

simulations of ptend_f2_sudden is 3° in longitude at G7 resolution and 2.5° at G8 resolution. The 293 

storm evolves more westward at G8 resolution than at G7, except for the ptend_f2_sudden simulation 294 

with dt = 1200 s at G8. Overall, ptend_f2_sudden shows more consistent storm paths than ptend_f1_f1. 295 

Figure 8 illustrates the temporal evolution of maximum wind speed at 850 hPa and the minimum 296 

surface pressure at G6, G7, and G8 resolutions. The model is perturbed using different physics time 297 

steps, and the results of CAM5 in such experiments can be found in Li et al. (2020). The maximum 298 

wind speed increases and the minimum surface pressure decreases with increasing resolution in both 299 

PDC configurations. The maximum intensity at each resolution has reached its peak around day 7 and 300 

slowly decay thereafter. The evolution of the storm intensity in GRIST at the lowest resolution is more 301 

consistent with that in higher resolutions, while in CAM5-FV, the storm does not fully develop over 302 

10-day simulation at 1° resolution (see Figure 8 in Reed and Jablonowski, 2011b). The storm evolves 303 

more intensively in the ptend_f2_sudden configuration than in ptend_f1_f1. This is evidenced by both 304 

the higher maximum wind speed and the lower minimum surface pressure after day 7. In the 305 

ptend_f2_sudden cases, the maximum intensity on day 10 decreases more than 10 m s-1 when using 306 

the largest time steps at G7 (dt = 2400 s) and G8 (dt = 1200 s). This is also consistent with the earlier 307 

conclusion drawn based on the simple parameterization suite (see Figure 10 in Zhang et al., 2020). 308 

Therefore, a large time step (>2400 s at G7 resolution or >1200 s at G8) is not recommended in the 309 

GRIST-CAM5phys configuration. The model time step (when stability is ensured) in both ptend_f1_f1 310 

and ptend_f2_sudden configurations has a much weaker impact on the storm intensity in comparison 311 

with the CAM5-SE with the dribbling coupling strategy (Li et al., 2020). This implies that the impact 312 

of the PDC strategy on the time step sensitivity has a close relationship with the model dynamics, i.e., 313 

such an issue is model dependent. 314 
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4.2 Climate simulation based on the standard Aqua-Planet experiment 315 

In this section, we present the climate simulation of APE using the GRIST-CAM5phys model. 316 

The APE configuration follows Neale and Hoskins (2000). The CONTROL sea surface temperature 317 

(SST) distribution is given by, 318 

2 3
27[1 sin ( )], ;

2 3 3

0, otherwise,

SST

  



− −  

= 



                         (4) 319 

where φ is latitude. An idealized distribution of ozone based on the AMIP II climatology (Liang and 320 

Wang, 1996) is used. The simulation is run for 3.5 years with ptend_f2_sudden configuration at G6 321 

with 30 vertical levels. The time steps for physics, tracer transport and dycore are 1800s, 900s, 300s, 322 

respectively. The analysis is conducted on the simulation of the last 3 years as proposed by Blackburn 323 

et al. (2013). 324 

Figure 9a shows the comparison of time-zonal averaged total, convective, and large-scale 325 

precipitation between GRIST-CAM5phys and CAM5-FV. Both GRIST-CAM5phys and CAM5-FV 326 

exhibit a single inter tropical convergence zone (ITCZ). The most discernable difference of 327 

precipitation between GRIST and CAM5-FV occurs in the tropics. The tropical precipitation mainly 328 

occurs between 10° S and 10° N. The total precipitation over the equator reaches 24 mm day-1 in 329 

GRIST-CAM5phys and is 6 mm day-1 higher than that in CAM5-FV. This difference is attributed to 330 

the large-scale precipitation. The dynamical core has a more important impact on the large-scale 331 

precipitation than the convective precipitation. It suggests a tight interaction between the dynamical 332 

core and the stratiform parameterization as indicated by Herrington and Reed (2017). Blackburn et al. 333 

(2013) also showed a large variation of the tropical large-scale precipitation among the participated 334 

models in the APE. The maximum of time-zonal averaged convective precipitation in GRIST-335 

CAM5phys is 14 mm day-1, which is consistent with that in CAM5-FV. 336 

The frequency-intensity relation provides more information regarding the rainfall properties. 337 

Figure 9b shows the frequency distribution of daily precipitation in the domain confined within 10° S 338 

and 10° N, with precipitation less than 0.5mm day-1 being omitted. The occurrence fraction decreases 339 

monotonically with the intensification of precipitation in both GRIST-CAM5phys and CAM5-FV. 340 

Below 30 mm day-1, the convective precipitation occupies a greater fraction than the large-scale 341 

precipitation. The maximum value of convective precipitation is 70 mm day-1 and 120 mm day-1 in 342 
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GRIST-CAM5phys and CAM5-FV respectively. GRIST-CAM5phys has a greater fraction of large-343 

scale precipitation occurring at rates less than 120 mm day-1 compared with CAM5-FV, and the 344 

extreme in GRIST-CAM5phys is about 100 mm day-1 less than CAM5-FV. The GRIST-CAM5phys 345 

and CAM5-FV show a similar propagation characteristic of the equatorial wave, as characterized by 346 

the precipitation field in Figure 10. The rain bands feature an eastward propagation with some smaller-347 

scale rain cells propagating westward within the eastward propagating envelope. Such an eastward 348 

propagation feature is slightly more intense in CAM5-FV than that in GRIST-CAM5phys. 349 

The zonal-time averaged temperature of GRIST-CAM5phys shown in Figure 11a is zonally 350 

symmetric as expected, and is very close to CAM5-FV and the multi-model mean in Blackburn et al. 351 

(2013). The difference of tropospheric temperature between the tropics and midlatitude is about 30 K 352 

and the maximum gradient of which is at 30° latitude. The temperature difference is reduced to less 353 

than 5 K between 60° latitude and the pole, associated with the zero gradient of SST profile in the APE. 354 

The specific humidity field (not shown) decreases with latitude and altitude, which is similar to the 355 

distribution of temperature. The narrow equatorial peak of humidity at mid-troposphere reflects the 356 

descent limb of Hadley circulation. Figures 11b and 11c show the time-zonal mean of zonal and 357 

meridional wind speed in GRIST-CAM5phys. The westerly jet core is as intense as 58 m s–1 and 358 

located at 30° latitude and upper troposphere (~200 hPa). The thermal wind balance is clearly 359 

established at midlatitude, as evidenced by the maximum vertical gradient of zonal wind speed being 360 

located at the same latitude with the maximum vertical gradient of tropospheric temperature. The 361 

meridional wind presents a three-cell circulation in each hemisphere, as typically found for an Earth-362 

like atmosphere. The maximum wind speed in the low-level convergent flow of Hadley cell is about 363 

0.5 m s-1 stronger compared with the multi-model mean (see Figure 3 in Blackburn et al., 2013). The 364 

eddy kinetic energy (Figure 11d) exhibits a similar pattern as in the simple physics test (see Figure 11 365 

in Zhang et al., 2020), and the maximum magnitude (~400-~450 m2s-2) is also consistent with the 366 

results obtained by using the default Held-Suarez forcing in the dry and moist atmosphere (cf., Zhang 367 

et al., 2019; Zhang et al., 2020). These results demonstrate that GRIST-CAM5phys produce reasonable 368 

statistical behaviors under full physics-dynamics interaction. 369 

5. Summary 370 

As part of the model development efforts, this study developed a single column model 371 
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(SGRIST1.0) and uses it as a bridge for coupling a full model physics package to a new unstructured-372 

mesh modeling system. We demonstrate that SGRIST1.0 can be an efficient tool for isolating 373 

sophisticated model physics and reducing its uncertainty during the transfer. Based on such a strategy, 374 

the CAM5 physics package has been separately evaluated in the absence of 3D dynamics, then 375 

successfully transferred to the GRIST framework. 376 

During the development, SGRIST1.0 provides a helpful tool to rapidly detect code errors and 377 

bugs in an economic and efficient way. Three SCM test cases provide valuable evaluations of the 378 

CAM5 parameterization suite. Overall, SGRIST1.0 produces reasonable simulation results, which are 379 

consistent with SCAM under multiple scenarios including tropical convection, shallow convection, 380 

and stratocumulus. SGRIST1.0 simulates convective precipitation very close to the observation under 381 

strongly forced conditions. Details in the physical parameterizations exert a strong influence on 382 

precipitation when the forcing is weak. The cloud fraction, cloud liquid, and some other micro- and 383 

macrophysics variables are sensitive to the model time step, which implicates the time step sensitivity 384 

of the stratiform cloud scheme in CAM5 physics. The dynamical component of the single column 385 

model also has an impact on the micro- and macrophysics variables especially in the steady cases such 386 

as DYCOMS-RF02. These state variables might be sensitive to the profile of humidity which varies 387 

with the time integration method in the dynamical core. 388 

The transferred physics package has been installed and evaluated in the 3D model (GRIST-389 

CAM5phys). The idealized tropical cyclone test case shows that GRIST-CAM5phys behaves similarly 390 

to CAM5-FV. The storm evolves more intense and more organized as the resolution increases. In 391 

GRIST-CAM5phys, the pure operator splitting coupling strategy, ptend_f2_sudden, is more stable than 392 

the incremental operator splitting coupling strategy, ptend_f1_f1. Ptend_f2_sudden substantially 393 

reduces the intensity of the storm only when the model step becomes very large, consistent with the 394 

previous conclusion drawn from the simple physics configuration. According to the idealized tropical 395 

cyclone simulations, it suggests that the appropriate model time step should be less than 2400 s at G7 396 

resolution and 1200 s at G8. Of course, more careful examinations are needed for realistic simulations 397 

to determine the maximum allowable time step at each resolution. The PDC strategy is found to have 398 

an impact on the intensity of the storm. The ptend_f1_f1 configuration produces a weaker storm than 399 

the ptend_f2_sudden configuration at G6-G8 resolutions. The effect of PDC strategies on the 400 
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sensitivity to time step is model dependent, as evidenced by the comparison between this study and 401 

the previous study using CAM5-SE (Li et al. 2020). 402 

The climate simulation based on a standard APE shows a reasonable performance of the model 403 

under full physics-dynamics interaction, as evidenced by comparison with CAM5-FV and the multi-404 

model mean in Blackburn et al. (2013). The climatic state in GRIST-CAM5phys is similar to CAM5-405 

FV and other models. The difference in tropical large-scale precipitation between GRIST-CAM5phys 406 

and CAM5-FV sheds light on the role of different physics-dynamics interactions in the two models. 407 

The circulation statistics (mean state and transient eddies) obtained by using the CAM5 package is 408 

quite similar to the one using the simple physics package (Zhang et al. 2020). 409 

In summary, the CAM5 parameterization suite is successfully transferred and assimilated in the 410 

GRIST model framework via the two-step approach. The transferred package shows reasonable 411 

behavior in the full physics-dynamics interaction. The SCM is helpful for coupling a sophisticated 412 

physics package to a new model system. It reduces the uncertainties during the transfer, and helps to 413 

evaluate the model physics in the absence of 3D model dynamics, thus filling the gap for coupling 414 

physics to dynamics. 415 

Code and data availability. GRIST is available at https://github.com/grist-dev, in private repositories.  416 

The source code is available to a member of the model development projects, or people who have 417 

interest. Per the current policy on code sharing at Chinese Academy of Meteorological Sciences, public 418 

authorization may be granted provided that one accepts the terms and conditions: 419 

https://github.com/GRIST-Dev/TermsAndConditions. A way is provided to the Editor and Reviewer 420 

to access the code, which does not compromise their anonymity. A frozen version of the model code 421 

and running scripts for supporting this manuscript are available at: https://zenodo.org/record/3960489 422 

(restricted accessed). The isolated CAM5 package, together with its associated datasets and namelist, 423 

are available at: https://zenodo.org/record/3960481 (freely accessed). The input and output data of 424 

SGRIST1.0 are located at : https://zenodo.org/record/3960487 (freely accessed). The grid data are 425 

located at https://zenodo.org/record/3668915 (freely accessed). The CAM5 and SCAM used in this 426 

study are part of the CESM1.2, which can be found at : https://www.cesm.ucar.edu/models/cesm1.2/. 427 

Supplement. Supplement.pdf contains Figure S1. 428 
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Table 1. A list of resolution and time step sizes used in the tropical cyclone experiment 570 

Resolution Averaged spherical 

grid distance 

Dry core 

time step 

tracer 

time step 

Examined model (physics) time step 

(dt) 

G6 ~120 km 300 s 600 s  600 s 1200 s 2400 s 

G7 ~60 km 150 s 300 s 300 s 600 s 1200 s 2400 s 

G8 ~30 km 75s 150 s 300 s 600 s 1200 s  

 571 

 572 

 573 

 574 

Figure 1. Time series of precipitation rate in the TWP-ICE test case from the SGRIST1.0 (red line) 575 

and SCAM (blue line) simulations and the IOP data (black line), mm day-1. 576 
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 577 

Figure 2. (a) Time series of relative humidity, %, at 500 hPa in the SGRIST1.0 (red line) and SCAM 578 

(blue line) simulations and the IOP data (black line). Period-averaged cloud fraction for the (b) 579 

convection active period and (c) suppressed period in the SGRIST1.0 and SCAM simulations with dt 580 

= 1200 (solid lines) and 2400s (dotted lines). 581 

 582 

 583 
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 584 

Figure 3. Comparison of the temperature and specific humidity between the initial condition from 585 

the IOP data (black lines) and the time-average profiles in SGRIST1.0 (red lines) for (a, b) the 586 

BOMEX test case and (c, d) the DYCOMS-RF2 test case. The last 3-hour average of SGRIST1.0 is 587 

shown in the BOMEX case and the last 5-hour average is shown in the DYCOMS-RF2. 588 

 589 

BOMEX

DYCOMS-RF02
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 590 

Figure 4. Time-average of cloud fraction, cumulus cloud fraction, cloud liquid amount, g kg-1, and 591 

updraft mass flux, kg m-2 s-1, over the last 3-hour simulations in the BOMEX test case using (a-d) 592 

SCAM and (e-h) SGRIST1.0 with dt = 600, 1200, and 2400 s. 593 

 594 

 595 

 596 

Figure 5. Time-average of cloud fraction, cloud liquid amount, g kg-1, rain mixing ratio, g kg-1, and 597 

rain number concentration, cm-3, over the last 5-hour simulations in the DYNCOMS-RF02 test case 598 

using (a-d) the SCAM and (e-h) the SGRIST1.0 models with dt = 300, 600 and 1200 s. 599 
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(e) (f) (g) (h)
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 600 

 601 

Figure 6. Snapshot of the simulated storm at days 5 and 10 for ptend_f2_sudden configuration in 602 

GRIST-CAM5phys at G6, G7 and G8 resolutions, m s-1. The model time steps are 1200s for G6, 603 

600s for G7, and 300s for G8 resolutions. Wind speed at 850 hPa on (a-c) day 5 and (d-f) day 10, and 604 

(g-i) height-longitude cross-sections of the wind speed through the center latitude of the storm on 605 

day 10. 606 
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 608 

Figure 7. The path of the storm center from day 2 to day 10 in the ptend_f1_f1 and 609 

ptend_f2_suddden simulations at G7 and G8 resolutions. 610 

 611 

 612 

Figure 8. The temporal evolution of maximum wind speed at 850 hPa, m s-1, and minimum surface 613 

pressure, hPa, for (a and b) the ptend_f1_f1 and (c and d) ptend_f2_sudden simulations at G6 614 

(dashed lines), G7 (dotted lines), and G8 (solid lines) resolutions. 615 
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 617 

 618 

Figure 9. (a) Zonal-time average of total (prect), convective (precc), and large-scale precipitation 619 

(precl), mm day-1, in the APE simulations of GRIST-CAM5phys and CAM5-FV. (b) Frequency 620 

distribution of daily precipitation within 10° S-10° N  621 

in bins of a10 mm day–1 width, with precipitation less than 0.5 mm day–1 being omitted. 622 

 623 

 624 

Figure 10. Hovmöller plots of the area-averaged precipitation between 5° S and 5° N for an arbitrary 625 

100-day period of the APE simulations of GRIST-CAM5phys and CAM5-FV, mm day–1. 626 
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 628 

Figure 11. Zonal-time average of (a) temperature (T), K, (b) zonal wind (U), m s-1, (c) meridional 629 

wind (V), m s-1, and (d) eddy kinetic energy (EKE), m-1 s-1, for the GRIST-CAM5phys APE 630 

simulation. 631 
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